fusion series

technical bulletin

marine

santec

soft cream cleanser | polish

clean needs. met.

TM

smooth sailing

fusion series is our line of housekeeping products designed to be easy to
use, efficient and safe. From state-of-the-art dispensing solutions to clear, simple
color-named packaging, we’ve created fusion products in ways that make housekeeping a pleasure.

Marine is a soft cream cleanser that safely cleans and polishes many

surfaces including: chrome, copper, brass, porcelain, toilet bowls, tile walls, stainless steel, marble and other surfaces that water will not harm. Its unique, microabrasive formula works hard, so it's easy to achieve a sparkling, scratch-free
shine.

features

environmentally preferred green cove

tm

Formulated to be a powerful cleaner incorporating mild abrasives, builders, and a unique blend
of emulsifiers – cuts through greases and
heavy soils quickly, and removes scuff marks
incredibly easily.

This product meets our Green Cove standard. Environmentally Preferred Green Cove products reflect our commitment to protect the
environment, operate in a sustainable fashion and deliver products
that make a difference for our planet and our customers every day.

Specially selected abrasives allows product to
be safely used on a variety of surfaces including porcelain, marble, ceramic, stainless steel,
chrome, brass, aluminum, copper, fiberglass,
melamine, and many plastics.

product specifications

Cleans and polishes in one step leaving a light
protective coating behind.

optimal applications Use all around bathrooms – tubs, sinks, and toilet bowls; metal parts,
countertops, door knobs, pots and pans.

Physical Description

Creamy Liquid

Viscosity

Viscous

Color

Opaque Green

Flashpoint

>200°F

Fragrance

Pleasant Lemon

Weight per Gallon

8.75 lb / gal

pH

9.0 - 10.0

Storage Stability

1 Year Minimum

D.O.T. Shipping label

None

ideal for

Hotels, motels, health care facilities,
nursing homes, schools, supermarkets, department
stores and office buildings.
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